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Web3 security firm Cyvers reports a $7.5M hack on crypto payment gateway CoinsPaid, marking its second
major breach.

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Crypto gateway CoinsPaid hacked for over $7.5M — Cyvers
CoinsPaid has experienced its second security breach in six months, according to Web3 security firm Cyv...
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 #Japanese e-commerce giant Mercari is set to accept #Bitcoin payments, marking a significant step
towards crypto adoption.
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Anticipation grows for Ethereum’s response to a potential Bitcoin ETF approval. Could ETH see a 75% surge
in the coming months?

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

How will Ethereum price react to Bitcoin ETF approval?
A potential Bitcoin ETF approval, overall, is good for Ethereum as it sees a 75% upside move in Q1/2024.
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Coinbase gears up to dive into the EU derivatives market, leveraging MiFID II. But will it stand against giants
like Binance and others?
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Coinbase acquiring Cyprus-based entity to expand EU derivatives offerings
Coinbase eyes EU expansion by acquiring a MiFID-licensed entity in Cyprus to allow derivatives offerings.
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⚔  The battle of the #Bitcoin ETFs begins! 🔥 With some fees dropping to a competitive 0.24%, the race for
SEC approval is heating up.
... See more

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Spot Bitcoin ETF fee war begins, issuers amend S-1 filings with lower sponsor fees
The lowest offered fees come from Bitwise at 0.24%, followed by ARK Invest which dropped from 0.80% ...
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⚡ As anticipation for #Bitcoin ETFs builds, BTC sees a significant price rally back to $45,000.

COINTELEGRAPH.COM

Bitcoin ETF buzz sends BTC price back to $45K as open interest mounts
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Bitcoin traders are urged to use caution as BTC price volatility begins to show itself around the ETF decis...
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Coinbase gears up to dive into the EU derivatives market, leveraging MiFID II. But will it stand against giants
like Binance and others?
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Coinbase acquiring Cyprus-based entity to expand EU derivatives offerings
Coinbase eyes EU expansion by acquiring a MiFID-licensed entity in Cyprus to allow derivatives offerings.
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☕  🎙 Today on Rise'n'Crypto, we're unraveling two intriguing #Bitcoin mysteries and delving into Better
Markets' call for the rejection of BTC ETF. Grab your coffee and join the quick rundown of top crypto
headlines!👇
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Zengo Wallet challenges hackers with an ‘on-chain bounty,' daring them to crack a wallet containing up to
10 BTC.
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Wallet developer offers ‘on-chain bounty’ daring hackers to take $430K BTC
Zengo Wallet uses an MPC network and 3-factor authentication to secure accounts.
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🎙 Dive into a special episode of Decentralize with Cointelegraph featuring legendary cryptographer David
Chaum.  👑 He discusses revolutionizing money to combat global inequality, sharing insights on traditional
currency pitfalls and proposing his groundbreaking solution: “Better Than Money.” 👇 🎧
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